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Ringkasan. Pada tahap conceptual design, konfigurasi pesawat dan beberapa variabel 

rancangan sering berubah dan titik-titik awal perancangan dapat dimulai dari kondisi awal 

yang paling memungkinkan. Untuk itu maka diperlukan alat bantu komputasi untuk 

perancangan yang fleksibel dalam mengikuti keadaan beberapa titik awal yang berbeda. 

Penerapatan teknik penjalaran konstrain (conraint propagation) yang didukung oleh 

pendekatan pemrograman berorientasi objek dapat menghasilkan sebuah program 

komputer yang memenuhi keinginan mendapatkan fleksibilitas tersebut. Lebih dari itu, 

penggunaan input grafik dan filter, membuat aplikasi komputer lebih mudah dijalankan 

dan dapat menyaring input diluar nilai batas. Diagram Use Case dan  diagram class 

dipergunakan dalam perancangan program komputer ini yang menggunakan Microsoft 

Visual C++ 6. Sebuah studi kasus dilakukan yang melibatkan hubungan dasar geometri 

pesawat udara, yaitu berupa enam persamaan dengan empat belas variabel. Hasil 

pengujuan menunjukkan bahwa penerapan teknik propagasi konstrain memberikan hasil 

yang cocok dan baik dalam menyelesaikan perubahan titik awal dalam tahap perencanaan 

konseptual.      

Abstract. In conceptual aircraft design phase, the aircraft configuration and several 

design variables are frequently changed and starting points are depended on any most 

probable design conditions. Therefore, it is required a design tool having flexibility to 

response to different starting points. The implementation of the constraint propagation 

supported by an object-oriented programming could result in a computer application that 

considerably accommodates the need of flexibilities.  Moreover, the implementation of 

some graphical user-interfaces and filter are not only to make it become user-friendly but 

also it may perform good filters to validate all inputs from the user. Use case diagram and 

class diagram are utilized as tools for designing the computer application using Microsoft 

Visual C++ 6. For a case study, some relations of basic aircraft geometry are implemented 

by selecting the six constraints and fourteen design variables. The result of this work 

shows that the application of constraint propagation is right and proper to handle any 

frequent changes during the conceptual design phase.   
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1    Introduction 

Conceptual aircraft design phase forms a critical part of the overall aircraft 

design processes, meaning that a decision taken in this phase has a significant 

impact on the technical and economic viability to the further aircraft 

development. In another words, any correction and change required further 

downstream is usually more difficult to be revised and is very costly. Therefore, 

decisions taken in the conceptual phase have to be close to “the best solution”, 

i.e. ”right the first time”.  

In conceptual design, most analyses are carried out quantitatively by applying 

particular mathematical expressions [1,2]. For example, the equations of aircraft 

geometry, aircraft performance and aircraft stability are usually represented in 

multivariable equations that can be expressed as explicit or implicit expressions.  

The constraint propagation technique had been widely implemented in a 

computation for aircraft design and operations. Kuntjoro [4] explored a 

propagation technique for doing research on the airframe configuration design. 

In another research field, the application of constaint propagation in aircraft 

operation was excellently investigated by Gronkvist as published in [3]. In 

conceptual aircraft design, the implementations of constraint propagation 

technique carried out in [5,6], where several known design variable are 

propagated to suitable unknown parameters through appropriate constrains 

(implicit equations). So it is required to develop a logic algorithm to solve inner 

and outer propagations as described in Section 2. In order to illustrate the 

propagation through constrains, let start with a general multivariable explicit 

equation given as follows,  

       wvyxFz ,,,                        (1) 

where,  

    x,  y, v, w : are independent variables 

    z               : is a dependent variable 

 F( )           : mathematical expression representing the relation between the     

dependent variable and the independent variables. 

In sequential programming, using explicit formula is considered as the way to 

calculate dependent variables. Whenever it is required to compute a particular 

variable, then an appropriate explicit equation has to be reformed accordingly. It 

looks easy, just a matter of rewriting all modified parts of program. But it is not 

practical according to the concept of the latest software engineering and tend to 

prompt some errors [9,10].   
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Instead of requiring a user to rewrite a part of program due to some changes, it 

is much better to express all mathematical models in implicit forms such as 

shown in Equation (2). All equations are rewritten in homogeneous expression, 

where the symbol C is for implicit function (constraint). Unlike Equation (1), 

Equation (2) does not distinguish between dependent and independent variables. 

Marriott [7] groups the variables of constraints into two states, namely known 

variables and unknown variables expressed as follows, 

       , , , , 0k u k u uC x y z v w                                                             (2) 

where, 

 superscript k : is for known variables 

 superscript u : is for unknown variable  

If some variables are assigned as known variables, then the logic of program 

searches for the first constraint that has only one unknown variable. When the 

selected constraint is found, the unknown variable can be computed locally by 

implementing a method called the local propagation. Let consider a set of three 

constraints namely Equation (3a), (3b), and (3c) as follows. 

0sin2  wyx                    (3a) 

05  wzx                     (3b) 

02tan2  vyx                    (3c) 

Suppose two variables x and z are assigned as known variables. At the first step, 

supposed the logic of program found Equation (3a), where there are two 

unknown variables in this constraint, so this constraint cannot be solved at this 

time. In the next step, it considers Equation (3b), where there is right only one 

unknown variable, namely w, to be computed by using the local propagation as 

explained in Section 2. The result of the local propagation is that the variable w 

becomes a known variable. Because all variable of Equation (3b) are already 

known, in the next iteration, this constraint will not be considered as the path of 

propagation.  

By applying the three known variables, the logic of program found equation 

(3a), where this constraint has only one unknown variable, so the unknown 

variable y can be computed. As there are four known variables, the logic of 

program will omit Equation (3b) and then carry on to search another equation 

for instance Equation (3c). 
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Figure 1  An illustration of network of constraint propagation 

The advantage of the implementation of constraint propagation is that the 

computer program becomes more flexible to respond to different tasks ordered 

by the user. On the other hand, the disadvantages are more computing time 

required as every constraint has to be checked, and memory size will increase 

both in storage and RAM at run time. However, for a satisfaction of users, in 

order to increase some the flexibility of computer program, the implementation 

of constraint propagation is promising some benefits, where all problems of 

development may fall to the shoulders of software engineers.  

2      The Propagation Technique 

2.1   The States of Constraints  

It is grouped three terminologies [5,6] for the states of constraints that are 

intensively used in this work. The first is the condition of over defined 

constraint(s), where it occurs when all variables in any constraint are assigned 

by user or already known, such that the constraint does not satisfy the 

expression of constraint as follows,  

         0,,,, kkkkk wvzyxC                                               (4) 

In this case, the values of known variables result in an inequality 

(inconsistency) for the constraint (4). The user should make some changes on 

the set of known variables.  

xk +( yu)2 + sin wk  =  0 

2 xk + tan yk + 2 vu =  

0 

x k + zk + 5 wu = 0  

Network 
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Secondly, well-defined constraint, it occurs when any constraint has exactly one 

unknown variable. For example, in Constraint(5) the unknown variable wu is 

ready to be calculated by using a local propagation. It results in wk as a new 

known variable obtained by a local propagation. 

        , , , , 0k k k k uC x y z v w                                                             (5) 

Finally, under-defined constraint, it occurs when the state of constraint has more 

than one unknown variables. Therefore it cannot be solved directly except some 

unknown variables are assigned as known variables or assigned as temporary 

variables. For example, in constraint (6) the local propagation cannot be 

performed, unless vu or wu is assigned to be a temporary variable.  

         0,,,, uukkk wvzyxC                                                       (6) 

2.2   The Local Constraint Propagation 

There are three advantages of implementing a homogeneous expression. Firstly, 

it is expressed in the same model as in a method for solving the root of non-

linear mathematical model. Secondly, no effort needed to manipulate it into an 

explicit model although the unknown variable that will be calculated may be 

changed. The last, sometimes the constraint cannot be expressed in an explicit 

model such as y x2 + x y2 = 0. Hence the local propagation implemented here 

can govern to various mathematical models. In this work, the case study is done 

for the implementation of propagation for algebraic models and trigonometry 

models. 

The logic of a local propagation can be described as follows. The first step is 

searching for a well defined constraint. If it is found, then the second is to 

identify the state of variables by examining the flag of every variable, for 

example in constraint (5) w is an unknown variable. In the third step, the logic 

calls the solver of local propagation.  

The solver used for the local propagation is a numerical method described in 

Equation (7) and (8). The unknown variable can be computed by using a 

numerical method for finding roots. In this work, Newton Raphson method has 

been chosen for solving the computation of unknown variable. Some classical 

problems may arise such as multiple root finding and stability of convergence. 

Fortunately, in the conceptual design, most variables represent the physical 

properties, so the values of design variables are real and bounded to the specific 

ranges. So the solution of multiple roots can be handled by controlling the range 

of unknown variables. For example, the design variable of wing taper ratio has 
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a range between 0 and 1.3, so the root of the equation can be localized within 

this interval. To illustrate the Newton Raphson method, it is given a constraint 

expressed as follows,  

   0,, kku zyxC                                                            (7) 

where, 

 xu is the unknown variable 

 yk and zk are known variables. 

Supposed, it is determined an initial value and the first increment x. In order to 

solve the unknown variable x of Constraint (7), an iterative technique is applied 

to the constrain as described in [5,8]. The iteration is formed as follows, 

      
 
 kk

i

kk
i

ii
zyxC

zyxC
xx

,,'

,,
1 

            (8) 

The value of  C(xi , y
k , zk ) is computed by setting x = xi , y

k  and  zk . The 

derivative of Constraint (7) is computed by Equation (9) as follows, 

    
   ( ) , , ( ) , ,

' , ,
2

k k k k
i ik k

i

C x x y x C x x y x
C x y x

x

  



        (9) 

It can be summarized that the procedure for solving the local propagation by 

applying Newton Raphson method is as follows: 

a) Determine the initial unknown value of x = x0 as starting point. 

b) Determine the initial small increment  x 

c) Compute the value of     kk
i

kk
i zyxCandzyxC ,,',,  

d) If   kk
i zyxC ,,  , then  xi  is the root of constraint  

e) If (d) is not satisfied, then calculate xi+1  using Equation (8) 

2.3   Inter Constraint Propagation  

Figure 1 describes the propagation of known variables in the network of three 

constraints. It is shown that the propagation performs successfully in every 

constraint. However, in the constraint propagation network, the success of the 
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propagation depends on the state of constraints. There are two possible network 

conditions namely adequate-defined network and under-defined network [6].  

Adequate-Defined Network, the condition happens when the user assigns some 

known variables, so that the number constraints are adequate to propagate some 

known variables. For example, the condition of adequate-defined network is 

presented in Figure 1 where every constraint has only one unknown variable for 

every step. It is an ideal case in network propagation, however, most well 

defined network need iterations in order to solve the all unknown variables.  

Under-Defined Network, it occurs when the set of constraints and the set of 

known variables are unable to be propagated directly, so no local propagation 

will never be performed unless there are assigned temporary known variables.  

  

 

   

                                      

                                                                 

 

 

Figure 2  An example of under defined network propagation 

Currently the logic of program developed in this work is only effective for the 

condition that the number of unknown variables is no more than two in every 

constraint and the number of under-defined constraints is the same as the 

number of unknown variables in common. Figure 2 illustrates, the example this 

case, there are three unknown variables and three constraints. In order to solve 

the unknown variable in the network, it is introduced the new status of variable 

namely temporary known variable. The idea is that all unknown variables are 

assigned with temporary within their ranges, then performed the local 

propagation among two constrains. In this example, two known variables are v 

and w and three unknown variables are x, y and z. The logic of program is 

carried out the procedure of forward looping (also called indirect-propagation) 

that can be described as follows:  

xt +( yt)2 + sin wk  =  0 

x k + zu + 5 wk 

= 0  

2 xt + tan yt + 2 vk 

=  0 

Network 
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Step-1: Investigating constraint (3a), the condition are two unknown variables 

namely x and y. Therefore, at this time, there is no local propagation for this 

constraint, then will check the next possible constraint.  

Step-2: Investigating constraint (3b), the condition is that there are two 

unknown variables namely x and z. Therefore, at this time, there is no local 

propagation for this constraint. The propagation will not perform the local 

constraint propagation and will check the next possible constraint.  

Step-3: Investigating constraint (3c), the condition is that there are two 

unknown variables, namely x and y. Therefore, at this time, there is no local 

propagation for this constraint. The propagation will not perform the local 

constraint propagation and will check the next possible constraint.  

Step-4: The investigation concludes that it needs to call the procedure of 

forward looping in order to handle temporary values. It also investigates the 

three unknown design variables.  

Step-5: It is identified that constraint (3a) and (3c) have x and y as unknown 

variables and then set a flag for starting an iteration. The logic of program 

changes unknown variables to be temporary variables, for example a temporary 

variable xt. Every temporary variable acts as known variable except that its 

value will be changed during the iteration.  

Step-6: After receiving the current value of xt, constraint (3c) is able to do a 

local propagation, resulting temporary value yt. In following section, constraint 

(3a) and constraint (3c) are called as a pair of constraints.  

Step-7: Since the second iteration, constraint (3a) has xt and yt as temporary 

variables. This step has a condition, if | xt +( yt)2 + sin wk |   then they are set 

as xk = xt and yk = yt. It means that the values of variable x and y now are not 

temporary but computed values (known variable), then the iteration is stopped. 

If the condition is not satisfied, then the value of xt is increased until the 

condition is satisfied..  

Step-8: After receiving the new known variables, namely xk and yk , constraint 

(3b) is able to order a local propagation that result in a known variable zk 

3   Some Mathematical Models 

Torenbeek [1] expresses some lifting surface and tail volume equations. In this 

case study [6], there six are equations to conduct as the set of constrains as 

described in the following equations.     

Constraint 1 :  

0
2


S

b
AR          (10a) 
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Constraint 2 :  

 0
1

2





AR

S
Croot


        (10b) 

Constraint 3 :  

 0
1

1

3

2
2
























rootCMAC        (10c) 

Constraint 4 : 

        
/4

0.1 1
tan tan 0

1
LE c

AR





 
     

 

      (10d) 

Constraint 5 :    

 0
*


MACS

lS
V hh

h
        (10e) 

Constraint 6 :    

 0
*

v v
v

S l
V

S b
          (10f) 

where, 

S      = wing area  [meter2] 

AR   = wing aspect ratio 

    = wing taper ratio 

B    = wing span    [meter] 

Croot   = wing root chord [meter] 

MAC = mean aerodynamic chord  [meter] 

LE  
= wing leading edge sweep angle  [deg] 

4/c = wing quarter chord sweep angle  [deg] 

hS     = area of HTP  [meter2] 

hl     = tail arm of HTP  [meter] 

hV     = tail volume of HTP  [meter3] 

vS     = area of VTP  [meter2] 

vl     = tail arm of VTP  [meter] 

vV     = tail volume of VTP  [meter3]. 

4    The Development of Computer Application 

4.1   Use Case Diagram  

Use case diagrams visualize the behavior of program [10], the way of user 

interact to the program has to be defined before going to further developments. 
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In this work, the application should be able to be run by a single user using 

personal computer. The following use case diagram is derived from four user 

requirements (cases). Firstly, the user should be able to get information about 

the idea of the constraint propagation network through a window dialog 

whenever it is needed. Secondly, the application should provide a window 

dialog where the user is able to select any or all constraints that are going to be 

involved in the network. Thirdly, through a window dialog, the user should be 

able to select which design variables are decided to be involved in the set of 

known variables. In addition, the dialog has to depict the range of all design 

variables so that the user can easily enter the value of known design variables. 

Finally, the user is able to execute the propagation of known design variables in 

the set of selected constraints. All symbols and notations applied in the use case 

diagram are conforming to the convention of Unified Modeling Language [10].      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3  The use-case diagram for the constraint propagation network  
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4.2   Class Diagram  

A class diagram becomes a truly central within an object-oriented programming 

[10] as it able to show a typical interaction among classes. This computer 

application implements three types of class relationship, namely aggregation, 

composition and inheritance. In the following figure, it is depicted the class 

diagram that will be the reference for the development of the computer code. In 

order to keep consistency with the convention of Visual C++, the name of every 

class is started by capital C.  

 

Fig.4  The class diagram of the constraint propagation network  

There are eleven classes involved in the diagram, namely: CNetwork, 

CVariable, the six classes dealing with constraints namely CAspectRatio, 
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CRootChord, CMeanChord, CSweepAngle, CHorizontalTail and CVerticalTail, 

and the three classes dealing with dialog boxes namely CIntroductionDlg, 

CSetConstraintDlg and CSetDesignVariableDlg. The CVariable is considered 

as the base of building block, because other classes composite it in order to 

declare some design variables as their data members.   

Another class called CNetwork is dedicated to manage the whole constraint 

propagation network. This class utilizes CVariable in order to create some 

design variables as its data members. Also, it composites CSetConstraintDlg 

and CSetDesignVariableDlg in order to access the selected constraints and 

information of the known design variables. Moreover, the class aggregates the 

six classes in order to have access to their member functions. In addition, it also 

aggregates CIntroductionDlg for accessing the introduction of the constraint 

propagation network. Finally, in order to inform the step of the propagation by 

using pop-up windows, CNetwork requires accessing some member functions of 

generic CWnd dealing with message boxes and dialog boxes. Therefore, 

CNetwork inherits a based-class called generic CWnd provided by Visual C++.  

The class of CVariable acts as a basic element in the class diagram. It is used 

for creating all design variables of the network such as wing span, taper ratio 

and vertical-tail arm. The class has two types of data members i.e. value and 

status that are declared as public. There are four integers can be assigned for the 

status of  variable The status (flag)  are described as follows:  

 status = 0 is for an unknown design variable whose value is defined in the 

constructor of the class. 

 status = 1 is for a temporary design variable whose value is assigned to 

any temporary value. 

 status = 2 is for a computed design variable (known variable) whose 

value is assigned to the result of computation. 

 status = 3 is for a user-supplied design variable (known variable) whose 

value is assigned to the input of the user. 

The computer application is developed from scratch by implementing the use 

case diagram and the class diagram. The main menu of the application consists 

of four pull-down menus, namely File, Project, View and Help. In order to 

fully demonstrate the capability of constraint propagation, it is provided an 

option for user to select independently which constraints and design variables 

are involved in the set of propagation.  

The submenu of SetConstraints is intended to provide an option to select 

constraints by check box as shown in Figure5a. The submenu of SetVariables 
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is intended to provide the selection of the fourteen design variables. The user 

may select some design variables by clicking in their check boxes and then 

enter particular values within their range, see Figure 5b. When the user presses 

OK, then the application validates all the selected known design variables. 

After selecting the constraints and entering the design variables, the user may 

start the constraint propagation by selecting the submenu of DoPropagation. 

The application selects appropriate paths in order to perform the propagation.   

 
Figure 5  The dialog boxes for the constraints and design variables selection 

5   Testing and Evaluation 

In this section, the performance of the application is tested and evaluated by 

applying some combination of selected constraints and known design variables. 

The response of the application is presented and discussed.  

Case 1 

Supposed that a user selects only the constraint of AspectRatio and three 

design variables, namely wing area, aspect ratio and wing span. Their values 

are entered as follows: wing area = 10 meter2, wing span = 30 and aspect ratio 

= 6.5. Then the application indicates that all design variables are inside their 

range, but the combination of the three design variables is not satisfy 

(inconsistent) according to the selected constraint as shown in Figure 5.  

Case 2 

The application is tested to perform the indirect constraint propagation by 

selecting two constraints that have two unknown design variables as shown in 

Figure 6. By investigating the two constraints it is found that there are two 

unknown design variables namely wing area and wing span. When the user 

clicks submenu DoPropagation, firstly, the application carries out the direct 

(a) (b) 
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inter-constraint propagation, but none of the selected constraints performs the 

condition of well defined constraint. In this case, due to Equation (10a) and 

Equation (10f) have two unknown variables, inter constrain propagation is 

(flag) performing and the result of calculation is shown in Figure 6b.   

 

Figure 6  The pair of  two unknown variables 

Case 3 

Similar to Case 2, but currently the user selected all constraints. The application 

is tested to perform the indirect constraint propagation. The result of case 3 is 

depicted in Figure 8, where the result is similar to the case 2 shown in Figure 7. 

It is because no more known variables can be propagated by the rest of the four 

constraints.  

 

 

Figure 7  The results of  the indirect constraint propagation 

(a) (b) 
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6    Conclusion and Recommendation 

6.1    Conclusions  

a) In general, the constraint propagation technique shows some 

flexibility to select the set of design variables and constraints. 

Therefore, it is promising to be implemented in conceptual aircraft 

design due to the need of various starting point.    

b) The Newton-Raphson method described in Section2.2 performs an 

excellent solution to the local propagation. As a constraint is 

expressed in a homogeneous model, the solution of a constraint is 

treated in a similar way to solve the unknown variable.  

c) The indirect propagation is able to solve the problem of pair of 

constraints by using a technique of temporary known variables as 

shown in Case 2 and Case 3. 

6.2 Recommendation 

a) In the local constraint propagation, the mathematical model applied 

here is algebraic and trigonometric expressions. In the next 

development, it is needed to implement other model like logarithmic 

models. 

b) In order to manage an existing file of constraints propagation such as 

design variables and the results of propagation, it is required to add a 

function for read and write in a File-menu. 
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